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Some people are:

(i) boundedly rational

(ii) living w/ unstable 

preferences

(iii) probability weighters

and loss-averse

(iv) time inconsistent

(v) other-regarding or 

norm conforming



Behavioral Economics & Policy: The Knowns

Traditional economic solutions to social problems: property rights and 

prices  “Get incentives right”

Behavioral economics identifies obstacles to traditional solutions or 

opens up paths to alternative solutions. Alternative solutions are:

• Sometimes less expensive or more politically acceptable or desirable. 

• Often easier to randomize and thus easier to develop a more 

credible empirical evidence base about effectiveness.





CBEAR and EPIC Goals 

Bring insights from the behavioral 

sciences to environmental 

programs

Create a culture of  experimentation 

in environmental programs

centerbear.org epic-evidence.org



Behavioral Economics & Policy

Behavioral economics is just economics 

that recognizes potential weaknesses with 

the standard approach to environmental 

solutions and observes opportunities for 

alternative solutions.

https://mrsblogsblogs.blogspot.com/2008/08/nudge.html



Loss Aversion

Kahneman in Thinking Fast and Slow: “[We respond] more strongly to losses 

than to gains. This is called loss aversion. Most studies show that losses are 

twice as powerful as gains on our psyche.”

Study: >2.5 million professional golf putts. Golfers were much more successful 

when putting for par than for birdie, controlling for difficulty of the shot. 

Implication: Harder for the golfers to accept losing a stroke (by missing a par 

putt) than it is to gain a stroke (by making a birdie).



Incentives: how they are presented matters

Can perform up to 50 action units (e.g., hectares assigned to riparian buffers).

• Gain-Frame Contract: Start with $0. “For every action you perform, you 

receive $100, up to $5000.”

• Loss-Frame Contract: Start with $5000. “For every action you do not 

perform, you lose $100.”

If losses are weighed more heavily than equivalent gains by many people (est. 

1.5-2X), then Loss-Frame Contract could induce greater total effort.
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Why aren’t loss-framed contracts 

widespread?
• Organizations don’t know.

• Treatment effects from experiments are exaggerated or do not generalize 

to field settings.
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Results imply that people’s preferences are 

characterized by a very large degree of 

arbitrariness. In particular, they provide

evidence that subjects’ preferences for an 

array of goods and hedonic experiences

are strongly affected by normatively 

irrelevant cues, namely anchors.

50-200% changes in WTP and WTA as anchor changes 

Primary study on WTP for private goods uses N=55 subjects 



N= 46,823 

(producers 

with expiring 

CRP contracts)

2017



“Reviewer 3 finds the small/no impacts of the treatment to 

reduce the contribution of this paper.”

“Reviewer 1 and 2 would also like to see more

exploration of the types of farms and regions where the 

treatment had a bigger impact.”



Nudging organizations: evidence from two large-scale 

field experiments

 

Estimated Treatment Effect 

(OLS Regression Estimator) 

 

-$10.35 
 

95% CI [-26.91, 6.20] 

p = 0.22 

 

 

Estimated Treatment Effect 

(OLS Regression Estimator) 

 

-$1.34 
 

95% CI [-18.67, 15.99] 

p = 0.88 

 

The estimated average treatment effect (ATE) of combined treatment is a 2% 

decrease in contributions (95% CI [-27%, 24%]). 

The estimated ATE from publicly acknowledging contributions is a 5% 

decrease in contributions (95% CI [-13%, 3%]). 

Fan, Ferraro, Messer, & Weigel, 

unpublished



“The experiment seems well conducted, however to fit with OBHDP 

it would need to shed more light on underlying mechanism of why 

these interventions not have an effect on these organizations.”
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Curb your enthusiasm

Of 13,000 RCTs conducted by Google and Microsoft to evaluate 

new products or strategies in recent years, 80-90 percent have 

reportedly found no statistically significant effects 

(Arnold Foundation report, 2018)



We should not expect large treatment effects

P. Rossi. The Iron Law of Evaluation and Other Metallic Rules (1987)

The Iron Law of Evaluation: The expected value of any net impact 

assessment of any large scale social program is zero.

The Stainless Steel Law of Evaluation: The better designed the 

impact evaluation of a social program, the more likely is the 

resulting estimate of net impact to be zero.



Why aren’t loss-framed contracts 

widespread?
• Organizations don’t know.

• Treatment effects from experiments are exaggerated or do not generalize 

to field settings.

• Treatment effects may wane over time.  Almost all of the studies examined 

behavior over a single day.  The maximum time period was weekly 

incentive payments over a four-week period.



I’ll have the salad.

• Just suggesting students take a fruit will 

increase the number of them eating it by 

as much as 70%.

• Closing the lid on an ice cream freezer 

can reduce the number of people 

choosing ice cream from 14% to 30%.

• Introducing a salad bar increased school 

lunch participation by 21% in a high 

school of 1,000 students.

(http://www.ben.cornell.edu/) 

http://www.ben.cornell.edu/


I’ll have the salad.

Persistence of Impacts? 

Systematic review of 

lunch program 

behavioral 

interventions

said one study 

(Wansink et al. 2012) 

had found “sustained” 

impact, but study was 

for only two months.



Treatment 2
Technical Advice+ Moral Suasion

Ferraro and Price, 2013, ReStat



Treatment 3
Tip Sheet + Suasion + Social Comparison

Your own total consumption June to October 

2006:  52,000 gallons

Your neighbors’ average (median) consumption 

June to October 2006: 35,000 gallons

You consumed more water than 73% of your 

Cobb County neighbors.
Ferraro and Price, 2013, ReStat



28

Summer 

’07

Summer 

‘08

Summer 

‘09

Summer 

‘10

Summer

‘11

Summer

‘12

Summer

‘13

Treat 1 

(Info only) -0.7% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0%

Treat 2

(Info + 

Injunctive 

Norm)

-2.7% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0%

Treat 3

(Treat 2 + 

Compar-

ison)

-4.8% -2.5% -1.3% -1.7% -1.3% -0.2% -0.9%

Ferraro and Price, 2013



29

Summer 

‘07

Summer 

‘08

Summer 

‘09

Summer 

‘10

Summer

‘11

Summer

‘12

Summer

‘13

Treat 1 

(Info) -0.7% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0%

Treat 2

(Weak)
-2.7% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0% ~0%

Treat 3

(Strong)
-4.8% -2.5% -1.3% -1.7% -1.3% -0.2% -0.9%

-1.43%

(no move)
Ferraro & Price 2013; Ferraro et al. 2011; Bernedo et al. 2015





Allcott and Rogers, 2014



Why aren’t loss-framed contracts 

widespread?
• Organizations don’t know.

• Treatment effects from experiments are exaggerated or do not generalize.

• Treatment effects may wane over time. 

• Mechanisms through which the treatment effect arises are unclear. People 

may experience disutility from the loss-framing and when given a choice 

between isomorphic incentive contracts, choose gain-frame over loss-

frame versions.
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When given the choice 

between contract 

frames, only 1 in 5 

workers chose the 

loss-frame contract



Mechanisms Matter

• Matter for human welfare impacts. Are we providing information that 

people desire? Are we using negative emotions, like shame or guilt, that 

people wish to avoid?

• Matter for environmental impacts (e.g., outdoor versus indoor water use)

• Matter for designing programs in new contexts.

• Matter for learning to make programs more effective.



“The best way to start a more sustainable 

lifestyle is to begin with recycling; anyone 

can easily start. “

Yevgenia Nayberg

“Drive a fuel-efficient car? I already recycle!”

wastewiseproductinc.com

Mechanisms



What happens when people know about the 

behavioral economics-based intervention?

Two studies made subjects aware of intent of intervention, but 

were hypothetical choices (Loewenstein et al., 2014)(Gunnlaugsson, 

2014) and a third told subjects the intent and then only exposed 

willing subjects to the treatment (Kurz et al., 2005).
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When given the choice 

between contract 

frames, only 1 in 5 

workers chose the 

loss-frame contract

When workers are 

aware of both contract 

frames and the loss-

frame effect, the 

treatment effect 

disappears



Producers and behavioral economics

Farmers, fishermen and polluting facilities may be better 

characterized as producers.

Two potentially important changes: 

(1) objective function; and 

(2) the decision making process: decisions often done by groups, 

delegated authorities, or within a bureaucracy in which decisions 

are made sequentially by multiple actors.



Producers?

An open question is whether behavioral 

economics-inspired interventions also affect 

agents who are better characterized as profit-

maximizers in competitive environments with 

good knowledge of the decision environment.  



Earnhart and Ferraro, unpublished



N= 46,823 (producers with 

expiring CRP contracts)

Treat 1  = Reminder

Treat 2 = Reminder + 

Stewardship

Treat 3 = Reminder + 

Stewardship + Social 

Comparison



AgVISE (Agricultural Values, Innovation, and Stewardship Enhancement)

Default Starting Bid in Auction

100

Farm operators bidding on cost-share conservation contracts 

(e.g., riparian buffers, remove abandoned poultry houses, feral 

hog trapping systems – i.e., impure public goods)

(Ferraro and Messer, unpublished)



100

0

Bids 10 percentage points higher if assigned 100% starting bid. Equivalent to 

forgoing ~USD 1400

(Ferraro and Messer, unpublished)

Out of 537 total participants, 178 participants placed bids. 

AgVISE (Agricultural Values, Innovation, and Stewardship Enhancement)

Default Starting Bid in Auction



• Underpowered Designs and Uncommon Replications 

– Field vs Lab

– Lack of power & publication bias: Exaggerated Effect Sizes (Type M) errors 

– Lack of replications: “The truth wears off”

– Ferraro’s Law of 0.10 SD: experiments should be powered, at the very least, to detect 

treatment effects of this size. Take additional efforts to reduce p-hacking, multiple comparisons 

and other features of behavioral research that retard rather than advance the science.

• Persistence of behavioral change poorly understood

• Mechanisms poorly understood.

• Evidence mainly from consumers, often with infrequently made decisions. Not much 

from producers or experienced agents.

Applying Behavioral Economics: The Unknowns



• Few studies contrast traditional economics (“unbounded 

rationality”) interventions with behavioral economics-inspired 

interventions in same context

• Few studies mix traditional and behavioral economics-inspired 

interventions.

• Few studies mix behavioral economics-inspired interventions –

unclear how they interact.

Applying Behavioral Economics: The Unknowns



Applying Behavioral Economics: The Knowns

• A credible and growing evidence base that interventions inspired by behavioral 

economics can change policy-relevant behaviors. 

• Often inexpensive implementation, which implies that even if their behavioral 

impacts are small, they can be cost-effective.

• Often no new legislation or rules needed. More feasible politically.

• Often easy to pilot in inexpensive randomized controlled trials, which makes it much 

easier to evaluate effectiveness and thus build a solid evidence base regarding what 

works and under what conditions.



CBEAR and EPIC Goals 

Bring insights from the behavioral 

sciences to environmental 

programs

Create a culture of  experimentation 

in environmental programs

centerbear.org epic-evidence.org



Questions?


